T10. Visible Light Communication: Concept, Technology, Challenges and Possibilities

Abstract:
It is believed that high speed data transmission will play an important role in our daily life. Multimedia information is envisaged to be available at any place and at any time, and wireless access networks constitute a key element for achieving these goals. Moreover, wireless communication systems now deploy several access technologies. However, radio frequency (RF) bandwidth at frequency ranges which allow reasonable spatial coverage is a limiting factor. Therefore, alternative wireless transmission means as supplementary technology have to be explored. Optical wireless communication system especially Visible Light Communication (VLC) using Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) offers the potential for such supplementary system. The ultimate goal is to provide ubiquitous connectivity, integrating seamlessly operations in most common scenarios, ranging from fixed and low-mobility indoor environments in one extreme to high-mobility cellular systems in the other extreme. With a number of benefits such as license free, high bandwidth and low cost system; the VLC technology offers multiple potential applications. This tutorial will highlight the technology, concept, overall systems, challenges and the possibilities. A case study of outdoor safety application will also be presented.
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